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Problem: You want to present
 
a complex science topic to high
 
school students…let’s say dark
 

energy.
 

•     How do you tackle it? 

0 



    Take it to the teachers! 
•         Presented Beyond Einstein science to a focus group of teachers 
•	   Needed science readings for their classrooms 
•	         Impressed with how science changes with new data and new

technology 
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  Germ of an Idea 
•	        Chose to tell the story of dark energy by creating readings and lessons

for students 
❃	  This could work for any any   modern science topic 
❃	 W      eave science history and science literacy with fundamental

 science concepts 
❃	    Illustrate the process of science 
➠	        Decided that a series of newspaper articles would accomplish all of

 these goals 
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Cosmic Times is Born 
•	        What discoveries led up to our current understanding of dark energy? 
•	         What stories do we need to tell for students to understand the 

 overarching “dark energy” story? 
•	       Are there key dates that we can tie into? 
➠	   Ask the experts! W       e asked several cosmologists to sent 5-10 key

       developments from the past century that were critical to the discovery
 of dark energy 
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Cosmic Times Dates 
•    1919 - Confirmation of Einstein’  s Theory of Gravity
 

•  1929 - Hubble’   s discovery of Expanding Universe 

•       1955 - Debate between Big Bang and Steady State
 

•	    1965 - Discovery of the Cosmic Microwave              
                        Background 

•	     1993 - COBE Results; Development of Inflation      
      Theory    

•    2006 - Grappling with Dark Energy 
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Science Threads 
•	       It became clear that the story of the dark 

  energy encompassed three different 
threads: 

❊	      Nature of the expanding universe 
❊	       Distances in the Universe/ Size of the

Universe 
❊	       Nature of supernovae and their use as

 standard candles 
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  The Real Work Begins… 
•	      Once we had the specific stories, we 

   were ready for the real work 
❊	  W   riting the articles 
❊	    Developing lesson plans 
❊	     Evaluating the success of our work 
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Cosmic Times 

- Expanding Universe -



 The year is 1919… 
• What’  s going on? 
• What’    s going on in science? 
•     What is your view of the Universe? 

❉
 
Infinite 

❉ ❉ 
Unchanging/static Ageless 
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Enter Einstein 
•  What is Gravity? 
• Gravity is curved


space-time.
 
❊	 Gravity bends light. 
❊	   Amount of deflection 

differs from Newton’s 
prediction. 

•    1919 Solar Eclipse verified
 
Einstein’s prediction.
 

Fundamental science concepts: motions of the Earth, Moon &
Sun, solar eclipse, gravity, curved space-time 0 



 

 
 

      
  

Expanding Universe 
•	 V  esto Slipher showed

 the “nebulae” were 
red-shifted. 

❊   I.e. moving very fast

away from us.
 

•	 Hubble put together
 the redshifts with 

their distances. 

Universe is expanding! 
Fundamental science concepts: redshift, distance to galaxies,
Cepheid variables (patterns in data) 0 



 Reading Strategies 

•     Use one of the reading 
   strategies to understand the CT 

   article “Origin of Everything” 



 
 

     

Reading Strategy:
 
Reciprocal Teaching
 

•	 Pair up 
•	    Both partners read the same

paragraph 
•	    Have one partner summarize the

  paragraph for the other 
•	  The other partner “checks and

     perfects” – state what you agree with,
   question parts you don’t understand,

    add more information, connect ideas 
•	      Read the next paragraph and switch

roles 
•	     Continue with each paragraph until

     you’ve read and understood the article 

0 Do Paragraphs 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 



 Summarize Articles 
•	        What do you know about the steady state theory from

 the readings? 
•	       What do you know about the evolutionary theory of

   the universe from the readings? 
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What is the Evidence?
 

Bowl of EvidenceBowl of Evidence
 

Scientists sort through theories by
 
examining Evidence and making
 

Inferences
 



   

        

Steady State vs. Big Bang 

•	      Resolution of Steady State vs Big Bang won’t
    come until the mid-to-late 1960s. 

•	    But as a competing theory   , the Steady State
   provides the impetus to make observations to

  test the theories. 
•	       Note that this lesson can be adapted for anyany

     science topic where there are two (or more)
 competing theories 

Fundamental science concepts: nature of science, origin of the
Universe 0 



  

 
    

    

Breaking the Stalemate 
•	  A    hot “bang” should leave left-

over heat. 
•	   Data and theory came 

 together in 1965 
❊	    Penzias and Wilson found a 

  mysterious 3 K residual noise
  while making radio

  observations of the Milky Way. 
❊	   Peebles and Dicke (Princeton)

    had just calculated an estimate
   for the temperature of the

   residual background in the
 microwave region. 

Fundamental science concepts: spectra, electromagnetic
spectrum, origin of the Universe 0 



Cosmology’s End? 
•	    By the mid-90s, cosmologists thought that 

     they had only to “fill in the details”. 
•	  Remaining questions: 
❊	      Will the expansion continue forever  , or will

   Universe eventually collapse back on itself? 
❊	      What is the mass-density of the Universe

   (which would answer the above)? 
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Cosmology’s End? 
•    Things may not be what they seem.
   
•     When we see odd behavior   , we look
 

  more carefully at what’  s going on.
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    speeding upspeeding up

Not the End
 
In 1997…
 

•	  Gravity is the longest-
  reaching force according

 to physics 

•	     SO, the expansion of the
  Universe should be 

 slowing down… 

•	  By observing supernovae
  in distant galaxies,

researchers determine
 
   that the expansion is
 

Cosmologists get  very very excited
 

Fundamental science concepts: expanding universe, distances
in the universe, supernovae, gravity 0 



  

           
       

History of the Universe’s
 
Expansion
 

Video clip from DVD Beyond the Solar System: Expanding the Universe in the Classroom, 
produced for NASA by the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics. © Smithsonian Institution 
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 The year is 2009… 
• What’  s going on? 
• What’    s going on in science? 
•     What is your view of the Universe? 

❉ 
Finite 

❉ ❉    13.7 Billion Years 
Changing Old 
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Summing up Our Methodology 
•	    Choose a key discovery to trace 
•	      Define discoveries that have contributed to the 

 current understanding 
•	   Identify key concepts and fundamental science 
•	 W   rite the stories 
❊	     Pick dates to best highlight the discoveries 
•	   Develop lesson plans 
❊	  Solidify fundamental science 
❊	  Highlight multidisciplinary topics 
❊	   Use real data 
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Your Turn!
 

0 



   Tell a science story… 
•    What stories could you tell? 

•  your ideas 
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   Tell a science story… 
•    What stories could you tell? 

 • your ideas  • dark matter 
•   gravitational waves
•  Pluto’  s planet status
•  exoplanets
•  cosmic-rays
•   water on Mars 
•   global warming
•   computers (a technology story)
• DNA 
•  dinosaur mass extinction 
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Share 

•  (and Enjoy!) 
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Cosmic Times
 
http://cosmictimes.gsfc.nasa.gov/
 

Posters, Newsletters, Teacher Guide, Lessons
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http://cosmictimes.gsfc.nasa.gov/


 

 



 
   

Reading Strategy:
 
Talking to the Text
 

•	   Individually read through the
  article “Hoyle Scof  fs at ‘Big
 Bang’  Universe Theory” 

•	   As you read, make
  notations to the text 

❊	   Questions you might have 
❊	 W   ords you don’t understand 
❊	  Connections to other ideas 
❊	   Responses to the text 
❊	  Anything goes! 
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